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ELECTRONIC CAMERA 

INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE 

0001. The disclosure of the following priority applications 
is herein incorporated by reference: 
0002 Japanese Patent Applications No. 2007-204453 
filed Aug. 6, 2007 and No. 2007-204456 filed Aug. 6, 2007. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0003 1. Field of the Invention 
0004. The present invention relates to an electronic cam 
Ca 

0005 2. Description of Related Art 
0006 An electronic camera with which it is arranged for 
the user to be able to select the finished image quality due to 
image processing is known (refer to Japanese Patent Laying 
Open Publication 2005-217483). According to Reference #1, 
a group of setting parameters for each of “white balance 
setting”, “contour accentuation”, “tone correction”, “color 
mode” and “saturation setting is stored in advance in the 
electronic camera in correspondence to a key word Such as 
“vivid’’ or the like. Upon selection actuation by the user, the 
electronic camera reads out the group of parameters corre 
sponding to the key word that has been commanded, and 
changes the finished image quality of the image by perform 
ing “white balance setting”, “contour accentuation”, “tone 
correction”, “color mode” and “saturation setting using the 
parameters that have been read out. 
0007. In the prior art, there has been the problem that, if it 
has been desired to share the parameterinformation for image 
quality adjustment with an external device, it has not been 
possible to do this. Furthermore, the characteristics of the 
finished image quality have been hard to understand. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0008. An electronic camera according to a first aspect of 
the present invention comprises an image processing unit that 
performs image quality adjustment using a plurality of adjust 
ment parameters, an information acquisition unit that 
acquires from an external device first image quality adjust 
ment information including a parameter group for use with 
the image quality adjustment and an image quality adjust 
ment algorithm that applies the parameter group, and a con 
trol unit that controls the image processing unit so that it 
performs image quality adjustment while applying the 
parameter group included in the first image quality adjust 
ment information that has been acquired to the image quality 
adjustment algorithm included in the first image quality 
adjustment information that has been acquired. 
0009. According to a second aspect of the present inven 

tion, in the electronic camera of the first aspect, it is preferable 
that the first image quality adjustment information further 
includes icon information that specifies the image quality 
adjustment, a title of the image quality adjustment, and infor 
mation that specifies the characteristics of the image quality 
adjustment. 
0010. It is desirable that an electronic camera according to 
a third aspect of the present invention, with the electronic 
camera of the second aspect, further comprises a display 
device and a display control unit that, if the information 
acquisition unit has acquired a plurality of the first image 
quality adjustment information, displays upon the display 
device a list specifying the plurality of first image quality 
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adjustment information that have been acquired, using at least 
one of the icon information and the titles of the image quality 
adjustments. 
0011. According to a fourth aspect of the present inven 
tion, in the electronic camera of the third aspect, the display 
control unit can display, upon the display device, information 
that specifies the characteristics of the image quality adjust 
ment in correspondence with the first image quality adjust 
ment information that has been commanded upon the list. 
0012. According to a fifth aspect of the present invention, 
in the electronic camera of any one of the first through fourth 
aspects, it may further comprise an information recording 
unit that records the first image quality adjustment informa 
tion upon a recording medium. 
0013 An electronic camera according to a sixth aspect of 
the present invention comprises an image processing unit that 
performs image quality adjustment using a plurality of adjust 
ment parameters, an information acquisition unit that 
acquires from an external device second image quality adjust 
ment information including a parameter group for use with 
the image quality adjustment and ID information that speci 
fies an image quality adjustment algorithm that applies the 
parameter group, and a control unit that controls the image 
processing unit so that it performs image quality adjustment 
while applying the parameter group included in the second 
image quality adjustment information that has been acquired 
to the image quality adjustment algorithm corresponding to 
the ID information included in the second image quality 
adjustment information that has been acquired. 
0014. According to a seventh aspect of the present inven 
tion, in the electronic camera of the sixth aspect, it may 
further comprise a notification unit that, if the electronic 
camera has no image quality adjustment algorithm corre 
sponding to the ID information included in the second image 
quality adjustment information that has been acquired, noti 
fies that effect. 
0015. According to an eighth aspect of the present inven 
tion, in the electronic camera of the sixth or seventh aspect, 
the second image quality adjustment information may 
include information that specifies a title of the image quality 
adjustment. It is preferable that this electronic camera further 
comprises a display device and a display control unit that, if 
the information acquisition unit has acquired a plurality of the 
second image quality adjustment information, displays upon 
the display device a list specifying the plurality of second 
image quality adjustment information that have been 
acquired, using the titles of the image quality adjustments. 
0016. An electronic camera according to a ninth aspect of 
the present invention, with any one of the sixth through eighth 
aspects, may further comprise an information recording unit 
that records the second image quality adjustment information 
upon a recording medium. 
0017. An electronic camera according to a tenth aspect of 
the present invention comprises an image processing unit that 
performs image quality adjustment using a parameter group 
that consists of plurality of adjustment parameters, a display 
device, and a display control unit that displays upon the 
display device a coordinate plane that shows two predeter 
mined parameters among the parameter group set to the 
image processing unit. 
0018. According to an eleventh aspect of the present 
invention, in the electronic camera of the tenth aspect, it is 
preferable that the two parameters are a parameter for chang 
ing contrast of an image and a parameter for changing satu 
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ration of the image, and that the display control unit displays 
upon the display device a mark that indicates the parameter 
group on the coordinate plane. 
0019. According to a twelfth aspect of the present inven 

tion, in the electronic camera of the tenth or eleventh aspect, 
it is more preferable that, if a plurality of the parameter groups 
are present, the display control unit displays upon the display 
device marks that respectively indicate each of the parameter 
groups on the coordinate plane. 
0020. According to a thirteenth aspect of the present 
invention, in the electronic camera of the twelfth aspect, it is 
much more preferable that, if a plurality of the marks are 
overlapped on the coordinate plane, the display control unit 
displays upon the display device a mark indicating a prede 
termined parameter group as a priority. 
0021. According to a fourteenth aspect of the present 
invention, in the electronic camera of the thirteenth aspect, 
the display control unit can display upon the display device a 
list that specifies the plurality of parameter groups, and can 
display, as a priority, a mark that indicates a parameter group 
in a upper position on the list. 
0022. According to a fifteenth aspect of the present inven 

tion, in the electronic camera of the thirteenth aspect, the 
display control unit may display upon the display device a list 
that specifies the plurality of parameter groups, and may 
display, as a priority, a mark that indicates a parameter group 
that has been commanded on the list. 
0023. According to a sixteenth aspect of the present inven 

tion, in the electronic camera of any one of the eleventh 
through fifteenth aspects, it is preferable that, if at least one of 
the predetermined two parameters is set automatically, the 
display control unit displays the mark upon the display device 
in a different mode than if the parameter is not set automati 
cally. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0024 FIG. 1 is a figure for explanation of the structure of 
the principal portions of an electronic camera according to an 
embodiment of the present invention; 
0025 FIG. 2 is a rear view of the camera main body; 
0026 FIG.3 is a block diagram showing an example of the 
circuit structure of this electronic camera; 
0027 FIG. 4 is a figure for explanation of a memory region 
in which information related to image quality adjustment is 
stored; 
0028 
Screen; 
0029 FIG. 6 is a figure showing an example of a menu 
Screen; 
0030 FIG. 7 is a figure showing an example of a menu 
Screen; 
0031 FIG. 8 is a figure showing an example of a menu 
Screen; 
0032 FIG. 9 is a figure showing an example of a menu 
Screen; 
0033 FIG. 10 is a figure showing an example of a menu 
Screen; 
0034 FIG. 11 is a figure showing an example of a menu 
Screen; 
0035 FIG. 12 is a figure showing an example of a menu 
Screen; 
0036 FIG. 13 is a figure showing an example of a menu 
Screen; 

FIG. 5 is a figure showing an example of a menu 
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0037 FIG. 14 is a figure showing an example of a menu 
Screen; 
0038 FIG. 15 is a figure showing an example of a menu 
Screen; 
0039 FIG. 16 is a figure showing an example of a menu 
Screen; 
0040 FIG. 17 is a figure showing an example of a menu 
Screen; 
0041 FIG. 18 is a figure showing an example of a menu 
Screen; 
0042 FIG. 19 is a figure showing an example of a menu 
Screen; 
0043 FIG. 20 is a figure showing an example of a menu 
Screen; 
0044 FIG. 21 is a figure showing an example of a menu 
Screen; 
0045 FIG. 22 is a figure showing an example of a menu 
Screen; 
0046 FIG. 23 is a figure showing an example of a menu 
Screen; 
0047 FIG. 24 is a figure showing an example of a menu 
Screen; 
0048 FIG. 25 is a figure showing an example of a menu 
Screen; 
0049 FIG. 26 is a figure showing an example of a menu 
Screen; 
0050 FIG. 27 is a figure showing an example of a menu 
Screen; 
0051 FIG. 28 is a figure showing an example of a menu 
Screen; 
0.052 FIG. 29 is a figure showing an example of a menu 
Screen; 
0053 FIG. 30 is a figure showing an example of a menu 
Screen; 
0054 FIG. 31 is a figure showing an example of a menu 
Screen; 
0055 FIG. 32 is a figure showing an example of a menu 
Screen; 
0056 FIG. 33 is a figure showing an example of a menu 
Screen; 
0057 FIG. 34 is a figure showing an example of table data 
for quick adjustment; 
0.058 FIG. 35 is a figure showing an example of table data 
for quick adjustment; 
0059 FIG. 36 is a figure showing an example of a menu 
Screen; 
0060 FIG. 37 is a figure showing an example of a map 
display screen; 
0061 FIG. 38 is a figure showing an example of a map 
display screen; 
0062 FIG. 39 is a figure showing an example of a map 
display screen; 
0063 FIG. 40 is a figure showing an example of a map 
display screen; 
0064 FIG. 41 is a figure showing an example of a map 
display screen; 
0065 FIG. 42 is a figure showing an example of a map 
display screen; 
0.066 FIG. 43 is a figure showing an example of a map 
display screen; and 
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0067 FIG. 44 is a figure showing an example of a map 
display Screen. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

0068 Preferred embodiments for implementation of the 
present invention will now be explained with reference to the 
drawings. FIG. 1 is a figure for explanation of the structure of 
the principal portions of an electronic camera according to an 
embodiment of the present invention. In FIG. 1, a lens barrel 
100 of a photographic lens is fitted to a camera main body 
200, and is built to be detachable. 
0069 FIG. 2 is a rear view of the camera main body 200. 
In FIG. 2, a liquid crystal monitor 21, a menu button (MENU) 
201, a function button (F) 202, a magnify button 203, an 
execute button (OK), a multi selector 205, and a delete button 
206 are provided upon the camera main body 200. 
0070 The menu button 201 is an actuation member for 
displaying an actuation menu screen that will be described 
hereinafter upon the liquid crystal monitor 21. The function 
button 202 is an actuation member for providing a predeter 
mined display upon the liquid crystal monitor 21. The mag 
nify button 203 is an actuation member for causing an image 
or the like to be displayed upon the liquid crystal monitor 21 
as magnified. The execute button 204 is an actuation member 
for executing an item that is selected upon a menu screen. The 
multi selector 205 is an actuation member for shifting the 
position of a cursor upon a screen being displayed upon the 
liquid crystal monitor 21 upwards, downwards, leftwards, 
and rightwards. And the delete button 206 is an actuation 
member for deleting data Such as an image or the like. 
0071 FIG.3 is a block diagram showing an example of the 
circuit structure of the electronic camera described above. A 
CPU 18 consists of a microcomputer or the like. This CPU18 
inputs signals outputted from various blocks of the camera 
main body 200 and performs predetermined calculations, and 
outputs control signals based upon the results of these calcu 
lations to various blocks. 
0072 A main switch 22 outputs an actuation signal 
according to ON actuation or OFF actuation to the CPU18. 
Upon receipt of an ON actuation signal, the CPU 18 starts 
Supply of power from a power Supply circuit not shown in the 
figures to various blocks; and, upon receipt of an OFF actua 
tion signal, it stops Supply of power from that power Supply 
circuit to the various blocks. 
0073. A timing generator (TG) 17 generates a timing sig 
nal upon a command issued from the CPU 18, and supplies 
this timing signal to each of a driver 16, an analog signal 
processing circuit 11, and an A/D conversion circuit 12. The 
driver 16 causes an image sensor 10 to accumulate electric 
charge, generates a drive signal for Sweeping out the accu 
mulated electric charge using the timing signal described 
above, and Supplies this drive signal to the image sensor 10. 
0074 The image sensor 10 consists of, for example, a 
CCD image sensor or the like. This image sensor 10 captures 
an image of a photographic Subject that is imaged by the 
photographic lens 100 upon its photographic image surface. 
In other words, it accumulates signal charges according to the 
brightness of the image of the photographic Subject. The 
image capture process may, for example, be started when, 
upon receipt of an ON signal from a full press switch 29 that 
will be described hereinafter, the CPU18 sends a command to 
the timing generator (TG) 17. 
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0075. The analog signal processing circuit 11 includes an 
AGC circuit and a CDS circuit and the like, and performs 
analog processing (gain control, noise elimination, and the 
like) upon the photoelectric conversion signal (i.e. the accu 
mulated electrical charge) that is outputted from the image 
sensor 10. And the A/D conversion circuit 12 converts this 
image capture signal, after it has been analog processed, into 
a digital signal. 
(0076. A half press switch 28 and the release switch 29 are 
turned ON and OFF together with operation of a release 
button (not shown in the figures) by depression actuation, and 
each of them outputs an actuation signal to the CPU18. The 
ON signal from the switch 28 is outputted when the release 
button (not shown in the figures) is pressed downwards to 
about half of its normal stroke, and its output is cancelled by 
this half stroke pressing actuation being released. And the ON 
signal from the switch 29 is outputted when the release button 
(not shown in the figures) is pressed downwards to its normal 
stroke, and its output is cancelled by this normal stroke press 
ing actuation being released. 
0077. The photometric device 25 calculates the luminance 
of the photographic Subject by using the detection signal of a 
photometric sensor not shown in the figures. And the CPU18 
performs known exposure calculation using the image cap 
ture sensitivity that is set, information about the photographic 
lens 100 that is installed, and the luminance of the photo 
graphic Subject that has been calculated, and thereby deter 
mines a control exposure. The exposure calculation mode is 
according to the exposure calculation mode set to the camera 
main body 200. The calculation of the photographic subject 
luminance may be performed, for example, upon command 
from the CPU18 that has received an ON signal from the half 
press switch 28. 
0078 A focus detection device 26 calculates the focus 
adjustment state (the defocus amount) of the photographic 
lens 100 using the detection signal of a focus detection sensor 
not shown in the figures, and calculates a shift amount for an 
optical system for focus adjustment according to the result of 
this calculation. Upon receipt of this shift amount informa 
tion, focus adjustment upon the main photographic Subject is 
performed on the photographic lens 100 side by shifting the 
focus adjustment optical system forwards and backwards 
along the direction of the optical axis. This focus detection 
processing may be performed, for example, upon command 
from the CPU18 that has received an ON signal from the half 
press switch 28. 
0079 An image processing circuit 13 performs image pro 
cessing, and may consist of an ASIC (Application Specific 
Integrated Circuit) or the like. This image processing circuit 
13 performs processing upon the image data after digital 
conversion, Such as contour accentuation processing, Y con 
version processing, white balance processing, and the like. A 
JPEG compression/expansion circuit 14 performs compres 
sion processing upon the image data so as to compress it in the 
JPEG format, and decompression processing to expand 
image data that has been compressed. 
0080 A SDRAM 19 is a working memory that tempo 
rarily stores data during the processing performed by the CPU 
18, image processing circuit (ASIC) 13, the JPEG compres 
sion/expansion circuit 14 and the like. A memory 20 is a 
non-volatile memory such as an EEPROM, a flash memory or 
the like, and stores operating programs for the camera main 
body 200 and setting information and the like. The CPU 18 
performs generation of display data for causing menu screens 
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and replay images to be displayed upon the liquid crystal 
monitor 21. The display data that has been generated is pri 
marily stored in the SDRAM 19 and is displayed upon the 
liquid crystal monitor 21. 
0081. A recording medium 27 consists of a data storage 
member Such as, for example, a flash memory card or the like. 
The CPU 18 can store data for photographic images and the 
like upon this recording medium 27, and can read out data 
stored upon the recording medium 27. 
0082 Since the electronic camera of this embodiment is 
endowed with a feature of image quality adjustment setting 
for the photographic image, in the following, the explanation 
will center upon this image quality setting operation. FIG. 4 is 
a figure for explanation of a memory region in which infor 
mation related to image quality adjustment is stored. 
0083) Normal Image Quality Adjustment 
0084. This electronic camera is built so as to utilize any 
one of a plurality of different types of image quality adjust 
ment algorithms. For example, the following four types of 
image quality adjustment algorithm may be stored in an 
image quality adjustment information area that is provided 
within the memory 20 described above. 

1 Standard 
2 Neutral 
3 Vivid 
4 Monochrome 
0085 “Standard” is an image quality adjustment algo 
rithm that finishes to a standard image. “Neutral' is an image 
quality adjustment algorithm that finishes with emphasis 
being accorded to matching the natural colors of the raw 
materials. “Vivid” is an image quality adjustment algorithm 
that finishes to a vivid image. In concrete terms, along with 
increasing the Saturation so as to process red colors and green 
colors vividly, it increases the contrast So as to obtain a sharp 
image. And "Monochrome' is an image quality adjustment 
algorithm that finishes to a black and white image. The image 
processing circuit 13 performs image quality adjustment pro 
cessing upon the photographed image by using that image 
quality adjustment algorithm that has been set (i.e. selected) 
by actuation upon a menu actuation screen. 
I0086 Each of these image quality adjustment algorithms 
is constructed so that a group of a plurality of parameters 
(hereinafter termed a “parameter group') that are used for 
image quality adjustment processing can be changed. A 
parameter group may, for example, include a parameter for 
adjusting the strength of "contour accentuation', a parameter 
for adjusting the strength of "contrast, a parameter for 
adjusting the strength of “brightness', a parameter for adjust 
ing the strength of “saturation' (i.e. color depth), and a 
parameter for adjusting the “hue'. 
0087. If actuation to change the parameters is not being 
performed, the image processing circuit 13 performs image 
quality adjustment processing upon the photographed image 
while using aparametergroup that has been set in advance for 
each of the image quality adjustment algorithms (the default 
values). For example, four of these standard parameter groups 
may be stored in correspondence to the corresponding image 
quality adjustment algorithms in an area for standard param 
eters that is provided within the memory 20 described above. 
1 Default values for “SD 
2 Default values for “NL 
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3 Default values for “VI 
4 Default values for “MC 
I0088. If parameter change actuation has been performed, 
the image processing circuit 13 performs the image quality 
adjustment processing upon the photographed image while 
using aparametergroup after it has been changed. The param 
eter group that has been changed is stored in an area for 
changed parameters that is provided within the memory 20 
described above, in correspondence with the corresponding 
image quality adjustment algorithm. In the example of FIG. 4. 
a parameter group (changed values) that has been changed 
from a standard parameter group (the default values for 
“Vivid’) is stored in this area for changed parameters. 
I0089 Adding an Image Quality Adjustment Algorithm 
0090 This electronic camera is built so that it is possible to 
add an image quality adjustment algorithm. As regions for 
storing added image quality adjustment algorithms, four 
reserved regions are provided within the image quality adjust 
ment information area described above that is provided 
within the memory 20. When an image quality adjustment 
algorithm has been added, that image quality adjustment 
algorithm is stored in one of the above described reserved 
regions. Moreover, the standard parameter group that is used 
in that image quality adjustment algorithm (i.e. its default 
values) is stored in correspondence with that added image 
quality adjustment algorithm in the area for standard param 
eters that is provided within the above described memory 20. 
0091. When an image quality adjustment algorithm has 
been added, this electronic camera can use, as appropriate, 
any one of the four image quality adjustment algorithms that 
are used for normal image quality adjustment, and also the 
image quality adjustment algorithm that has been added. It 
should be understood that, if the image quality adjustment 
algorithm that has been added is to be used, the feature that a 
standard parameter group (i.e. default values) is used ifactua 
tion to change the parameters has not been performed, and the 
feature that the parameter group after it has been changed is 
used if actuation to change the parameters has been per 
formed, are the same as in the case of one of the four image 
quality adjustment algorithms that are used for normal image 
quality adjustment. 
0092 Storage of a Parameter Group after it has Been 
Changed 
0093. This electronic camera is built so that it is possible to 
store a parameter group after it has been changed. As regions 
for housing such stored data there are provided, within the 
memory 20 described above, custom areas for standard 
parameters, areas for changed parameters, and areas for 
image quality adjustment IDs (for example, C-1 through 
C-8). These custom regions may be provided both within the 
memory 20 and upon the recording medium 27. 
0094 For example, a case will be described in which a 
parameter group that has been changed from the standard 
parameter group (i.e. the default values) used in the image 
quality adjustment algorithm for VI is stored in “C-3, that is 
a custom region. The parameter group after it has been 
changed (i.e. its changed values), in other words the changed 
values that are used as the image quality adjustment informa 
tion for VI and that are stored in the area for changed param 
eters of VI, and the default values for VI that are stored in the 
area for standard parameters, are stored as the default values 
for “C-3 in its area for standard parameters, and an ID that 
specifies the image quality adjustment algorithm that is the 
Source for customization (in this example, VI) is stored in its 
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area for image quality adjustment ID. In other words, the ID 
information “VI is stored in the area for image quality 
adjustment ID of “C-3, and the parameter group that was 
used in the image quality adjustment algorithm for VI when it 
was registered (i.e. the default values for the custom C-3 upon 
the base VI) is stored in the area for standard parameters of 
“C-3”. It should be understood that, when parameter change 
actuation has been performed for a custom setting that is 
registered, the parameter group that has been changed is 
stored in the area for changed parameters of that changed 
custom setting. 
0095 With this electronic camera, when a parameter 
group after change has been stored in a custom region, it is 
also possible to use this parameter group that has been stored, 
in addition to the four image quality adjustment algorithms 
that are used in normal image quality adjustment and the 
image quality adjustment algorithm that has been added. It 
should be understood that, when using a parameter group that 
has been stored, the image quality adjustment algorithm to 
which that parameter group is applied is the image quality 
adjustment algorithm that is denoted by the image quality 
adjustment ID. 
0096. The flow of the image quality adjustment setting that 
has been explained above will now be explained with refer 
ence to the menu screens shown by way of example in FIG.5 
and Subsequent figures. Upon receipt of a depression actua 
tion signal from the menu button (MENU) 201 (see FIG. 2), 
the CPU 18 causes the photographic menu screen shown by 
way of example in FIG. 5 to be displayed upon the liquid 
crystal monitor 21. 
0097. Picture Control 
0098. Upon receipt of an upwards or downwards actuation 
signal from the multi selector 205, the CPU 18 causes the 
cursor to shift upwards or downwards according to that actua 
tion signal. And, upon receipt of a depression actuation signal 
from the execute button (OK) 204 in the state in which the 
cursor is positioned over “picture control' (see FIG. 6), the 
CPU 18 causes the list screen shown by way of example in 
FIG. 7 to be displayed upon the liquid crystal monitor 21. 
0099. The list screen for “picture control” (see FIG. 7) is 
an actuation screen for using, as appropriate, one or another of 
the above described four image quality adjustment algo 
rithms for normal image quality adjustment. In FIG. 7, the 
four image quality adjustment algorithms "SD Standard”. 
“NL neutral”, “VI vivid’, and “MC monochrome' are dis 
played as a list. It should be understood that, if some other 
image quality adjustment algorithm is added, the details of 
this addition are added to the displayed list. 
0100. Upon receipt of an upwards or downwards actuation 
signal from the multi selector 205, the CPU 18 shifts the 
cursor upwards or downwards according to this actuation 
signal. And, for example, upon receipt of an actuation signal 
from the multi selector 205 in the rightwards direction in the 
state (shown in FIG. 7) in which the cursor is positioned 
above “VI vivid’, the CPU 18 displays upon the liquid crystal 
monitor 21 an adjustment actuation screen Such as that shown 
by way of example in FIG.8. FIG. 8 is an actuation screen for 
changing the parameters. 
0101 Referring to FIG. 8, upon receipt of an upwards or 
downwards actuation signal from the multi selector 205, the 
CPU 18 shifts the cursor upwards or downwards according to 
this actuation signal. Moreover, upon receipt of a rightwards 
or leftwards actuation signal from the multi selector 205, the 
CPU 18 performs changing of the details that are being 
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selected by the cursor, according to this actuation signal. For 
example, upon receipt of an actuation signal in the rightwards 
direction in the state (shown in FIG. 8) in which the cursor is 
positioned above “quick adjust', the CPU 18 shifts the mark 
above the “quick adjust bar in the rightwards direction (see 
FIG.9). And, upon receipt of a depression actuation signal on 
the execute button 204 (OK) in this state, the CPU 18 displays 
a list screen such as the one shown in FIG. 10 upon the liquid 
crystal monitor 21. 
0102) According to FIG. 10, anasterisk “*” is added to “VI 
vivid so as to show “VI vivid’. This indicates that the 
standard parameter group (the default values for VI has been 
changed, and that the parameter group (the changed values) 
after having been changed has been stored in the area for 
changed parameters. Here, “quick adjust’ means an adjust 
ment in which, by actuating the bar for a single item, a 
plurality of parameters (for example, contour accentuation, 
contrast, brightness, Saturation, hue and the like) are con 
trolled all together. 
0103 Instead of using “quick adjust, it would also be 
acceptable to change the corresponding parameters one at a 
time, by shifting the indicating marks on the bars for the 
various parameters one at a time. For example, upon receipt of 
an actuation signal in the rightwards direction in the State in 
which the cursor is positioned over “contour accentuation 
(see FIG. 11), the indication on the “contour accentuation” 
bar is shifted in the rightward direction. And, in this state, 
upon receipt of a depression actuation signal from the execute 
button (OK) 204, the CPU 18 also displays upon the display 
monitor 21 the list screen shown by way of example in FIG. 
10. The features that the standard parameter group (the 
default values for VI) is changed, and that the parameter 
group after it has been changed (the changed values) is stored 
in the area for changed parameters, are the same as during the 
above described “quick adjust’. 
0104. Upon receipt of a depression actuation signal from 
the execute button (OK) 204 while the list screen of FIG. 7 or 
FIG.10 is being displayed, the CPU18 sets information about 
the image quality adjustment algorithm being indicated by 
the cursor and information about the corresponding param 
eter group into the image processing circuit 13. Due to this, 
the details set by “picture control are reflected in the image 
quality adjustment processing that the image processing cir 
cuit 13 performs. 
0105. When the actuation screen shown by way of 
example in FIG.8. FIG.9, or FIG.11 is being displayed, upon 
receipt of a depression actuation signal from the delete button 
206, the CPU 18 resets the details that have been changed. In 
concrete terms, by deleting the parameter group after change 
(i.e. the changed values) stored in the area for changed param 
eters, the system returns to the standard parameter group (in 
the example described above, to the default values for VI). 
This reset processing is simple, since the standard parameter 
group is stored in the area for standard parameters. 
01.06 Custom Picture Control 
0107 Upon receipt of a depression actuation signal from 
the execute button (OK) 204 in the state in which the cursor is 
positioned over “custom picture control' (shown in FIG. 12), 
the CPU 18 displays upon the liquid crystal monitor 21 a 
menu screen Such as that shown by way of example in FIG. 
13. 

0108. This actuation screen for “custom picture control 
(see FIG. 13) is an actuation screen for performing the above 
described addition of an image quality adjustment algorithm 
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or storage of a parameter group after it has been changed. 
Upon receipt of an upwards or downwards actuation signal 
from the multi selector 205, the CPU 18 shifts the cursor 
upwards or downwards according to this actuation signal. 
0109 
0110. Upon receipt of a depression actuation signal from 
the execute button (OK) 204 in the state in which the cursor is 
positioned over "edit and register' (shown in FIG. 13), the 
CPU 18 displays upon the liquid crystal monitor 21 the list 
screen shown by way of example in FIG. 14. 
0111 FIG. 14 is a list screen for selecting the parameter 
group that is to be the Subject of being edited and registered 
with “custom picture control”. In FIG. 14, a list is displayed 
of the four image quality adjustment algorithms "SD stan 
dard”, “NL neutral”, “VI vivid’, and “MC monochrome', 
and of the two groups of parameter information “C-2 
FLOWER and C-4 SNOW SCENE. 

0112 Here, each of “SD standard”, “NL neutral', and 
“MC monochrome' denotes a standard parametergroup. And 
“VI vivid denotes aparameter-group that has been changed 
by the above described “picture control. Moreover, “C-2 
FLOWER and “C-4 SNOW SCENE denote parameter 
groups that have been registered by the steps explained below. 
0113. Upon receipt of an upwards or downwards actuation 
signal from the multi selector 205, the CPU 18 shifts the 
cursor upwards or downwards according to this actuation 
signal. And, for example, upon receipt of an actuation signal 
in the rightwards direction from the multi selector 205 in the 
state in which the cursor is positioned over “VI vivid 
(shown in FIG. 14), the CPU 18 displays upon the liquid 
crystal monitor 21 the adjustment actuation screen shown by 
way of example in FIG. 15. FIG. 15 is an actuation screen for 
changing the parameters, similar to FIG. 8. Upon this actua 
tion screen, it is possible to change the parameters for a 
second time before registering them. 
0114. Upon receipt of a depression actuation signal from 
the execute button (OK) 204, the CPU 18 displays upon the 
liquid crystal monitor 21 the list screen shown by way of 
example in FIG. 16. In FIG. 16, “C-1 through “C-7 corre 
spond to the above described custom regions (C-1 through 
C-8 in FIG. 4). Upon receipt of a depression actuation signal 
from the execute button (OK) 204 in the state (shown in FIG. 
16) in which the cursor is positioned over some “not regis 
tered item (for example, “C-3 not registered’), apart from 
“C-2 and “C-4” that are already registered, the CPU 18 
displays upon the liquid crystal monitor 21 the actuation 
screen shown by way of example in FIG. 17. 
0115 While displaying the change registered name screen 
of FIG. 17, the CPU18 assigns a registered name according to 
actuation signals from the multi selector 205 or the like. And, 
upon receipt of a depression actuation signal from the execute 
button (OK) 204, the CPU 18 registers the parameter group 
as, for example, “VIVID-2, and displays upon the liquid 
crystal monitor 21 the actuation screen shown by way of 
example in FIG. 12. For example, when registering in the 
custom region C-3 and displaying a list screen similar to that 
of FIG. 14, “C-3 VIVID-2 is added to the display list. 
0116. Upon receipt of a depression actuation signal from 
the execute button (OK) 204 while the list screen of FIG. 14 
is being displayed, the CPU 18 sets information about the 
image quality adjustment algorithm being denoted by the 
cursor and about the corresponding parameter group into the 
image processing circuit 13. Due to this, the details set by 
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"custom picture control” are reflected in the image quality 
adjustment processing performed by the image processing 
circuit 13. 

0117. It should be understood that, if this camera does not 
have an image quality adjustment algorithm to which some 
parameter group applies, then the CPU 18 eliminates that 
parameter group from the display list of FIG. 14. 
0118 Storing a Parameter Group Upon the Recording 
Medium 
0119 Upon receipt of a depression actuation signal from 
the execute button (OK) 204 in the state in which the cursor is 
positioned over “use memory card” on the “custom picture 
control’ menu screen (see FIG. 18), the CPU 18 displays 
upon the liquid crystal monitor 21 the menu screen shown by 
way of example in FIG. 19. 
I0120 FIG. 19 is an actuation screen for selecting process 
ing when using “memory card’. Upon receipt of a depression 
actuation signal from the execute button (OK) 204 in the state 
in which the cursor is positioned over "copy to memory card' 
on the actuation screen of FIG. 19, the CPU 18 displays upon 
the liquid crystal monitor 21 the list screen shown by way of 
example in FIG. 20. 
I0121. In FIG. 20, “C-1” through “C-6” denote parameter 
groups to which registered names are appended, and that are 
stored in the custom regions (C-1 through C-8 in FIG. 4) that 
are provided in the memory 20. Upon receipt of an upwards or 
downwards actuation signal from the multi selector 205, the 
CPU 18 shifts the cursor upwards or downwards according to 
this actuation signal. And, upon receipt of an actuation signal 
in the rightwards direction from the multi selector 205, the 
CPU 18 puts a check into the check box for the registered 
name at which the cursor is positioned. The parameter group 
with the registered name that is thus checked becomes the 
subject for being copied from the memory 20 to the recording 
medium 27. 

0.122 Upon receipt of a depression actuation signal from 
the execute button (OK) 204 in the state in which the cursor is 
positioned over “end selection’ (shown in FIG. 21), the CPU 
18 records the parameter group with the registered name that 
is the Subject for copying as a custom picture adjustment file 
upon the recording medium 27, and displays upon the liquid 
crystal monitor 21 the message “stored to memory card' (see 
FIG. 22). 
(0123 
0.124 Upon receipt of a depression actuation signal from 
the execute button (OK) 204 in the state in which the cursor is 
positioned over “register in camera' on a similar actuation 
screen to FIG. 19 (shown in FIG. 23), the CPU 18 displays 
upon the liquid crystal monitor 21 the list screen shown by 
way of example in FIG. 24. 
0.125. In FIG. 24, “FLOWER”, “AUTUMN COLOR, 
“SNOW SCENE”, “20070123” . . . denote custom picture 
adjustment files to which registered names are assigned and 
that are recorded upon the recording medium 27. These cus 
tom picture adjustment files are files in each of which is 
included a parameter group, ID information that specifies an 
image quality adjustment algorithm to be applied to that 
parameter group, and a standard parameter group for that 
image quality adjustment algorithm to be applied to which 
parameter group. Upon receipt of an upwards or downwards 
actuation signal from the multi selector 205, the CPU 18 
shifts the cursor upwards or downwards according to this 
actuation signal. 

Storing a Parameter Group in the Camera 
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0126. It should be understood that, if an added base picture 
adjustment file that includes an added image quality adjust 
ment algorithm is stored on the recording medium 27, then 
the registered name of this base picture adjustment file is 
displayed upon the display list of FIG. 24, together with the 
custom picture adjustment files. In FIG. 24, “SEPIA 
DREAM denotes an added base picture adjustment file. It 
should be understood that it would also be acceptable to 
provide different display formats for the file name display of 
a base picture adjustment file and for the file name display of 
a custom picture adjustment file. For example, a mark (Such 
as “*” or the like) could be added to the file name of a base 
picture adjustment file, or its color could be changed. A base 
picture adjustment file is a file that includes a standard param 
eter group and an image quality adjustment algorithm to be 
applied to this standard parameter group. 
0127. The CPU 18 eliminates from the display list of FIG. 
24 any base picture adjustment file that has an image quality 
adjustment algorithm that has already been added to within 
the memory 20. Moreover, if no applicable image quality 
adjustment algorithm is present within the camera, the CPU 
18 also eliminates from the display list of FIG.24 any custom 
picture adjustment file that includes a parameter group to 
which that image quality adjustment algorithm is applied. 
0128. Upon receipt of an actuation signal from the multi 
selector 205 in the rightward direction in the state in which, 
for example, the cursor is positioned over AUTUMN 
COLOR” (shown in FIG. 24), the CPU 18 displays upon the 
liquid crystal monitor 21 the adjustment actuation screen 
shown by way of example in FIG. 25. FIG. 25 is an actuation 
screen for changing the parameters. With this actuation 
screen, it is possible to change the parameters for a second 
time before storing them in the camera. 
0129. It is arranged for it not to be possible to select the 
item "quick adjust on the adjustment actuation screen for the 
parameter group of a custom picture adjustment file, that is 
different from the case of making a change actuation for the 
parameter group of the base picture adjustment file (see FIG. 
8 and FIG. 15) 
0130. Upon receipt of a depression actuation signal from 
the execute button (OK) 204 in the state in which the cursor is 
positioned over, for example, “AUTUMN COLOR” (shown 
in FIG. 24), the CPU 18 records the contents of the picture 
adjustment file with the registered name that is to be the 
Subject of storage in the memory 20. 
0131 Deleting a Parameter Group from the Recording 
Medium 
0.132. Upon receipt of a depression actuation signal from 
the execute button (OK) 204 in the state (shown in FIG. 26) in 
which the cursor is positioned over “delete from memory 
card” on an actuation screen similar to FIG. 19 (FIG. 23), the 
CPU 18 displays upon the liquid crystal monitor 21 the list 
screen shown by way of example in FIG. 27. 
0133. In FIG. 27, “FLOWER”, “SEPIA DREAM, 
“AUTUMN COLOR” ... denote custom picture adjustment 
files recorded upon the recording medium 27 to which regis 
tered names are assigned. Upon receipt of an upwards or 
downwards actuation signal from the multi selector 205, the 
CPU 18 shifts the cursor upwards or downwards according to 
this actuation signal. 
0134. And, upon receipt of a depression actuation signal 
from the execute button (OK) 204 in the state in which the 
cursor is positioned over, for example, “AUTUMN COLOR 
(FIG. 27), the CPU 18 displays upon the liquid crystal moni 
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tor 21 the message shown by way of example in FIG. 28. 
Then, upon receipt of a depression actuation signal from the 
execute button (OK) 204, the CPU18 deletes from the record 
ing medium 27 that picture adjustment file whose registered 
name is the subject for deletion. 
0135) 
0.136 Upon receipt of a depression actuation signal from 
the execute button (OK) 204 in the state in which the cursor is 
positioned over “delete' on the menu screen for “custom 
picture control” (FIG. 29), the CPU 18 displays upon the 
liquid crystal monitor 21 the menu screen shown by way of 
example in FIG. 30. And, if an added base picture adjustment 
file is stored in the memory 20, the CPU 18 also displays this 
added base picture adjustment file upon the liquid crystal 
monitor 21, together with the custom picture adjustment file. 
However, if a custom picture adjustment file based upon that 
base picture adjustment file is present within the memory 20, 
then the CPU 18 eliminates that base picture adjustment file 
from the display list of FIG. 30. This is in order to prevent the 
base picture adjustment file being deleted, which would result 
in a custom picture adjustment file that could not be used 
remaining within the camera. It should be understood that it 
would also be acceptable to arrange for the base picture 
adjustment files for “standard”, “neutral”, “vivid’, and 
“monochrome' to be taken as being the subject for deletion, 
as well as the added base picture adjustment files that are 
stored in the memory 20. However, in this case, since image 
processing within the camera main body 200 becomes impos 
sible if all of the base picture adjustment files are deleted, 
accordingly, if only one base picture adjustment file is present 
within the memory 20, the deletion of that base picture adjust 
ment file is prohibited. 
I0137 In FIG. 30, “C-1” through “C-7 denote parameter 
groups stored in the custom regions (C-1 through C-8 in FIG. 
4) that are provided in the memory 20 with registered names 
assigned to them. Upon receipt of an upwards or downwards 
actuation signal from the multi selector 205, the CPU 18 
shifts the cursor upwards or downwards according to this 
actuation signal. 
0.138 And, upon receipt of a depression actuation signal 
from the execute button (OK) 204 in the state in which the 
cursor is positioned over, for example, “C-2 FLOWER' (FIG. 
30), the CPU 18 displays upon the liquid crystal monitor 21 
the message shown by way of example in FIG. 31. And, upon 
receipt of a depression actuation signal from the execute 
button (OK) 204, the CPU 18 deletes from the memory 20 the 
parameter group whose registered name is the Subject for 
deletion. 

Deleting a Parameter Group from the Camera 

0.139 Changing the Registered Name of a Parameter 
Group 
0140. Upon receipt of a depression actuation signal from 
the execute button (OK) 204 in the state in which the cursor is 
positioned over “change registered name on the “custom 
picture control’ menu screen (FIG. 32), the CPU 18 displays 
upon the liquid crystal monitor 21 the menu screen shown by 
way of example in FIG. 33. 
(0.141. In FIG. 33, “C-1” through “C-7 denote parameter 
groups stored in the custom regions (C-1 through C-8 in FIG. 
4) that are provided in the memory 20 with registered names 
assigned to them. Upon receipt of an upwards or downwards 
actuation signal from the multi selector 205, the CPU 18 
shifts the cursor upwards or downwards according to this 
actuation signal. 
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0142. Upon receipt of a depression actuation signal from 
the execute button (OK) 204 in the state in which the cursor is 
positioned over, for example, “C-2 FLOWER' (FIG.33), the 
CPU 18 displays a similar actuation screen to FIG. 17 upon 
the liquid crystal monitor 21. 
0143 And the CPU 18 assigns a registered name accord 
ing to actuation signals from the multi selector 205 or the like 
while the change registered name screen of FIG. 17 is being 
displayed. Then, upon receipt of a depression actuation signal 
from the execute button (OK) 204, the CPU 18 displays upon 
the liquid crystal monitor 21 the actuation screen of FIG. 12, 
with the name changed to the newly registered name. 
0144. Base Picture Adjustment Files 
0145 The contents included in a base picture adjustment 

file will now be explained. A base picture adjustment file 
includes: 
all type of device ID 
a2 the image quality adjustment ID 
a3 title of the image quality adjustment (ASCII) 
a4 abbreviation for the image quality adjustment (ASCII) 
a5 icon data denoting the image quality adjustment 
a6 title of the image quality adjustment (various languages) 
a7 help display (various languages) 
a8 font data for various languages 
a9 file record information 
a10 map information specifying the image quality adjust 
ment 

all standard parameter group 
a12 the image quality adjustment algorithm 
0146 The type of device ID information is information 
that specifies what type of device the electronic camera is. 
The image quality adjustment ID information is information 
that specifies the image quality adjustment algorithm. The 
title of image quality adjustment is, for example, "Vivid’. 
while the abbreviation for image quality adjustment is, for 
example, "VI. The icon data denoting image quality adjust 
ment is display data when an icon is to be displayed. The title 
of image quality adjustment is display information for various 
languages. The help display information is display informa 
tion for various languages. The font data for various lan 
guages is information about the fonts for various languages. 
The file record information is information related to that file. 
The map information specifying image quality adjustment is 
information for displaying a map, as will be described here 
inafter. And the standard parameter group and the image 
quality adjustment algorithm are as described above. 
0147 Custom Picture Adjustment Files 
0148. The contents included in a custom picture adjust 
ment file will now be explained. A custom picture adjustment 
file includes: 
b1 type of device ID 
b2 the image quality adjustment ID 
b3 title of the image quality adjustment (ASCII) 
b4 file record information 
b5 parameter group 
b6 standard parameter group 
014.9 The type of device ID information is information 
that specifies what type of device the electronic camera is. 
The image quality adjustment ID information is information 
that specifies the image quality adjustment algorithm. The 
title of image quality adjustment is, for example, “Vivid’. The 
file record information is information related to that file. And 
the standard parameter group and the image quality adjust 
ment algorithm are as described above. 
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0150. Quick Adjustment 
0151. Now “quick adjust upon the actuation screens for 
changing parameters shown by way of example in FIGS. 8, 9. 
and 15 will be explained in detail. In FIGS. 8,9, and 15, it is 
arranged for a mark upon a quick adjust bar to be shiftable in 
five steps: the center (O), two steps to the left, and two steps to 
the right. In this embodiment, combinations of settings for 
contour accentuation, contrast, brightness, Saturation, and 
hue are determined in advance for each of the five steps of 
quick adjustment, as shown in the examples in FIGS. 34 and 
35, and are stored in the memory 20. 
0152 The CPU18 reads out the data in the table of FIG.34 
or FIG. 35 according to the position of the mark upon the 
quick adjust bar, and changes the adjusted value for each of 
the parameters contour accentuation, contrast, brightness, 
saturation, and hue according to the data that has been read 
Out 

0153. For example, when performing quick adjustment 
upon the standard parameter group of the image quality 
adjustment algorithm “Vivid’, then, if the mark upon the 
quick adjust bar is shifted one step to the right from the center 
(0) position, then the CPU 18 reads out the data “5, +1, 0, +1, 
O' that corresponds to the quick adjust level "+1 in FIG. 35. 
And the CPU18 changes the parametergroup by shifting the 
mark upon the “contour accentuation’ bar to “5”, the mark 
upon the “contrast' bar to “+1, the mark upon the “bright 
ness' bar to “0”, the mark upon the “saturation’ bar to “+1. 
and the mark upon the “hue' bar to “0”. The table data in 
FIGS. 34 and 35 are determined so as to correspond to the 
positions of the marks upon the bars, if each of the parameters 
is changed individually. 
0154 When performing "quick adjust after having per 
formed actuation to change one or more parameters individu 
ally by using an actuation screen such as the one shown by 
way of example in FIG. 11, it sometimes happens that there is 
an incompatibility with the values of parameters that have 
been changed individually. In this case, the CPU 18 displays 
a message such as the one shown by way of example in FIG. 
36 upon the liquid crystal monitor 21, and then, upon receipt 
of a depression actuation signal from the execute button (OK) 
204, makes the value of the individually changed parameter 
ineffective, and stores the parameter set value according to 
“quick adjust’. 
(O155 Map Display 
0156 If a depression actuation signal from the function 
button (F) 202 has been received during display of the “pic 
ture control” list screen (FIG. 7 or FIG. 10), then the CPU18 
displays a map display showing the image quality adjustment 
upon the liquid crystal monitor 21. FIG.37 is a figure showing 
an example of a map display screen that corresponds to the list 
screen of FIG. 7. This map display is one that shows the 
characteristics of image quality adjustment upon a two 
dimensional Surface, with the Saturation in a parameter group 
being shown along the horizontal axis and the contrast being 
shown along the vertical axis. This type of two dimensional 
plane display is also termed a "grid display. 
O157. In FIG.37, “V”, “N', and “S” are displayed upon the 
two dimensional plane surface. “V” specifies the contrast and 
the saturation of the standard parameters that correspond to 
the basic picture adjustment file “Vivid”. In a similar manner, 
“S” specifies the contrast and the saturation of the standard 
parameters that correspond to the basic picture adjustment 
file “Standard, and “N” specifies the contrast and the satu 
ration of the standard parameters that correspond to the basic 
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picture adjustment file “Neutral. And “M” corresponds to 
the basic picture adjustment file "Monochrome'. Since in the 
case of "Monochrome' no saturation information is included 
in the standard parameters, accordingly only contrast infor 
mation is specified in the right end portion of the two dimen 
sional plane Surface. 
0158. The image quality adjustment algorithms “SD' 
(standard), “NL (neutral), “VI'' (vivid), and “MC” (mono 
chrome) are displayed as a list at the upper right portion of the 
map display Screen. Upon receipt of an upwards or down 
wards actuation signal from the multi selector 205, the CPU 
18 shifts the cursor upwards or downwards over the list dis 
play according to this actuation signal. In the state in which 
the cursor is positioned, for example, over “VI'' (vivid), the 
“V” in the map display is displayed as accentuated (for 
example by a black character display upon a white ground), 
i.e. in a different manner as compared with the other “S”, “N’. 
and “M”. 

0159. Upon receipt of an actuation signal from the multi 
selector 205 in the rightwards direction while the map display 
screen is being displayed, the CPU 18 displays the adjustment 
actuation screen shown by way of example in FIG. 8 upon the 
liquid crystal monitor 21. Moreover, upon receipt of a depres 
sion actuation signal from the function button (F) 202 while 
the map display screen is being displayed, the CPU 18 dis 
plays the list screen shown in FIG. 7 upon the liquid crystal 
monitor 21. 

0160 FIG. 38 is a figure showing an example of a map 
display screen that corresponds to the list screen of FIG. 10. 
As compared with FIG. 37, the distinction between the dis 
played marks “VI” (Vivid) and “VI*” (Vivid) will be under 
stood. This means that it is arranged to be able to compare, 
upon the two dimensional plane, the image quality adjust 
ment according to the standard parameter group (the default 
values for “Vivid’), and the image quality adjustment accord 
ing to the parameter group that has been changed (i.e. accord 
ing to the changed values). 
0161 Upon receipt of a depression actuation signal from 
the function button (F) 202 while the list screen for “custom 
picture control' is being displayed (FIG. 14) as well, the CPU 
18 displays a map display (i.e. a grid display) showing the 
image quality adjustment upon the liquid crystal monitor 21. 
FIG. 39 is a figure showing an example of a map display 
screen that corresponds to the list screen of FIG. 14. As 
compared with FIG. 38, the feature of difference is that two 
marks “2 (C-2) and “4” (C-4) are added for parameter infor 
mation corresponding to custom picture adjustment files. 
0162. Upon receipt of an actuation signal from the multi 
selector 205 in the rightwards direction while the map display 
screen is being displayed, the CPU 18 displays the adjustment 
actuation screen shown by way of example in FIG. 15 upon 
the liquid crystal monitor 21. And, upon receipt of a depres 
sion actuation signal from the function button (F) 202 while 
the map display screen is being displayed, the CPU 18 dis 
plays the list screen shown in FIG. 14 upon the liquid crystal 
monitor 21. 

(0163 
0164. In the case of “custom picture control, in addition 
to the standard parameter information for a basic picture 
adjustment file, the parameter information for custom picture 
adjustment files is displayed upon the map. Due to this, if a 
large number of custom picture adjustment files are regis 
tered, the contents of the display become crowded. FIG. 40 is 

Overlapping Processing 
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a figure showing an example of a map display screen upon 
which a large number of custom picture adjustment files are 
registered. 
0.165. In FIG. 40, there is shown an example of a case in 
which the three sets of parameter information “6” (C-6). “7” 
(C-7), and “8” (C-8) are shown together upon the map. In this 
case, as a representative, the CPU 18 displays only the param 
eter information “6” (C-6) upon the map, and omits the dis 
play upon the map of the parameter information “7” (C-7) and 
the parameter information “8” (C-8). Moreover, the CPU18 
shows that these are common upon the map by connecting the 
“6” (C-6), the “7” (C-7), and the “8” (C-8) in the list display 
at the right portion of the screen together with a line. When 
displaying Such common parameter information in a repre 
sentative manner like this, the set that is shown in an upper 
position in the list display is displayed as a priority upon the 
map. 
(0166 Priority Display 
0.167 FIG. 41 is a figure in which the map display portion 
has been extracted, in order to explain the overlapping pro 
cessing. In the case of FIG. 41, two sets of parameter infor 
mation “2 (C-2) and “5” (C-5) that correspond to custom 
picture adjustment files are shown together upon the map. The 
CPU18 joins the “2” (C-2) and the “5” (C-5) in the list display 
at the right portion of the screen together with a line. At this 
time, by inserting the “5” (C-5) before the '3' (C-3) and the 
“4” (C-4) in the list order, the “2” (C-2) and the “5” (C-5) that 
are shown together upon the map are displayed so as directly 
to follow one another. Since, in FIG. 41, the cursor is posi 
tioned over'2'' (C-2), accordingly “2 is displayed as priority 
in the map display. 
0168 FIG. 42 is a figure showing the example of the map 
display screen when the cursor has been shifted over “5” 
(C-5). In this case, instead of displaying the uppermost one in 
the list display as a priority, “5” in the map display that 
corresponds to the cursor position is displayed as a priority. 
(0169 
0170 It is arranged for the electronic camera to be pos 
sible to perform automatic settings for “contrast’ and “satu 
ration” by shifting the mark upon the bar for each parameter, 
as shown by way of example in FIG. 11 that is an actuation 
screen used for changing the parameters. The CPU 18 auto 
matically sets each of these parameters when the mark upon 
its bar is shifted to a position 'A' at its left end. When the 
automatic setting related to “contrast has been made, the 
CPU 18 sets a parameter that determines the strength of 
“contrast automatically from the image that is to be the 
Subject of the image quality adjustment processing. Further 
more, when the automatic setting related to “saturation' has 
been made, the CPU 18 sets a parameter that determines the 
“saturation' automatically from the image that is to be the 
Subject of the image quality adjustment processing. 
0171 When showing the automatic settings described 
above upon the map display, the CPU 18 shows these auto 
matic settings by drawing a line upon the map. FIG. 43 is a 
figure showing an example of a map display Screen when the 
parameter “contrast' for the custom picture adjustment file 
“3' (C-3) is set automatically. A line that extends vertically is 
displayed through the '3' in the map display. 
0172 And FIG. 44 is a figure showing an example of a 
map display screen when, for the custom picture adjustment 
file '3' (C-3), in addition to the parameter “contrast, the 
parameter “saturation' is also set automatically. Lines that 

Display Showing Automatic Settings 
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extend both vertically and also horizontally are displayed 
through the '3' in the map display. 
0173 According to the embodiment explained above, the 
following beneficial operational effects are obtained. 
0.174 (1) Since this electronic camera uses one or the other 
of the image quality adjustment algorithms 1 through 4 
listed below as appropriate, accordingly it is possible to adjust 
the finished photographed image over a wider range, as com 
pared with the case in which the parameters are only changed 
in a single image quality adjustment algorithm. 
1 standard 
2 neutral 
3 vivid 
4 monochrome 
0175 (2) Since it is arranged for the electronic camera to 
be possible to change the standard parameter group that is 
applied to each quality adjustment algorithm, accordingly it is 
possible to adjust the finished photographed image very 
minutely. 
0176 (3) Since it is arranged for the electronic camera to 
be possible to store the parameter group after it has been 
changed, accordingly it is possible to improve the conve 
nience of use from the point of view of the user, as compared 
to the case in which the changed parameter group disappears 
since it is not stored. 
0177 (4) Since, once a parametergroup has been changed 
and stored, it is arranged for the electronic camera to be 
possible to change the parameter group and to store it for a 
second time, accordingly it is possible even further to enhance 
the convenience of use from the point of view of the user. 
0.178 (5) Since it is arranged for the electronic camera to 
store the standard parameter group along with a parameter 
group after it has been changed, accordingly it is possible to 
return the settings to the standard parameter group by a reset 
operation. Thus the convenience ofuse from the point of view 
of the user is good, since it is possible to return to the standard 
parameter group in a simple manner. It should be understood 
that, if a custom picture adjustment file is Subjected to this 
reset operation, the system returns to the values that are stored 
in the area for standard parameters of that custom picture 
adjustment file, in other words to the adjusted values when the 
custom picture adjustment file was registered. 
0179 (6) Since, when storing a parameter group after it 
has been changed (i.e. its changed values), in addition to the 
above described Standard parameter group, it is arranged for 
the electronic camera to store the ID information that speci 
fies the corresponding image quality adjustment algorithm, 
accordingly it is possible to perform storage sorted by image 
quality adjustment algorithm. 
0180 (7) Since it is arranged for the electronic camera to 
be chosen both the selection of an image quality adjustment 
algorithm among the image quality adjustment algorithms 1 
through 4 (picture control) and the selection of a changed 
parameter group (custom picture control) upon similar list 
screens, (FIGS. 7 and 14), accordingly it is possible to choose 
the settings for the finished photographed image with a 
simple actuation. 
0181 (8) If no image quality adjustment algorithm that 
applies some parameter group is stored in the camera, then 
that parameter group is eliminated from the list display of 
FIG. 14. Due to this, it is possible to avoid the occurrence of 
a state of affairs in which, although a parameter group has 
been chosen, it is not possible to apply any image quality 
adjustment algorithm. 
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0182. It should be understood that it would also be accept 
able to arrange to display a warning message upon the liquid 
crystal monitor 21 to the effect that no image quality adjust 
ment algorithm corresponding to that parameter group is 
stored in the camera. 

0183 (9) If, with a base picture adjustment file that 
includes an image quality adjustment algorithm being stored 
in the memory 20, some custom picture adjustment file that 
has been generated based upon that base picture adjustment 
file is also stored in the memory 20, then this base picture 
adjustment file is eliminated from the delete list of FIG. 30. 
Due to this, it is possible to avoid any danger of a custom 
picture adjustment file that cannot be used becoming present. 
0184. It should be understood that it would also be accept 
able to arrange, before deleting Such a base picture adjust 
ment file, to display a warning message upon the liquid crys 
tal monitor 21 to the effect that a custom picture adjustment 
file is about to be present that cannot be used. 
0185 (10) It is arranged to make it possible to add another 
image quality adjustment algorithm to the electronic camera, 
by recording the contents of a base picture adjustment file 
from the recording medium 27, in which the base picture 
adjustment file including the image quality adjustment algo 
rithm for addition is stored, into the memory 20 within the 
camera. If the electronic camera to which the image quality 
adjustment algorithm has been added uses, as appropriate, 
either one of the image quality algorithms 1 through 4 that 
are used in normal image quality adjustment, or the image 
quality algorithm that has been added, then it is possible to 
adjust the finished photographic image within a wide range. 
0186 (11) Since a3 the title of the image quality adjust 
ment, a 10 the map information specifying the image quality 
adjustment, and as the icon information are included in the 
basic picture adjustment file, accordingly, when adding an 
image quality adjustment algorithm to the electronic camera, 
it is possible to display the list screen for addition upon the 
liquid crystal monitor 21 in a manner that is easy to under 
stand from the point of view of the user. 
0187 (12) Since it is arranged for the electronic camera to 
be possible to record upon the recording medium 27 the basic 
picture adjustment file, that includes all the standard 
parametergroup and a12 the image quality adjustment algo 
rithm, accordingly it is possible to Supply the necessary infor 
mation for image adjustment from the electronic camera to an 
external device in a simple and easy manner. 
0188 (13) It is arranged for the electronic camera to be 
possible to add to the electronic camera a parameter group 
that applies to an image quality adjustment algorithm by 
recording, from a recording medium 27 upon which a custom 
picture adjustment file that includes that parameter group for 
addition is stored, the contents of that custom picture adjust 
ment file into the memory 20 within the camera. If the elec 
tronic camera to which this parameter group has been added 
is used for performing image quality adjustment by applying 
this parameter group that has been added to an image quality 
adjustment algorithm that is present within the camera, then it 
is possible to adjust the finished photographed image in a 
minute manner. 

0189 (14) Since it is arranged for the electronic camera to 
be capable of recording a custom picture adjustment file, that 
includes b2 the image quality adjustment ID, b5 the 
parameter group, and b6 the standard parameter group, 
upon the recording medium 27, accordingly it is possible to 
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Supply the information that is needed for image adjustment 
from the electronic camera to an external device in a simple 
and easy manner. 
0.190 (15) When performing actuation to change a param 
eter group that is applied to an image quality adjustment 
algorithm, then "quick adjust is made possible, in which by 
actuating a single bar it is possible to control a plurality of 
parameters (contour accentuation, contrast, brightness, Satu 
ration, and hue) all together. As compared with the case in 
which actuation is performed individually for each of the 
parameters, it is possible to execute the changes in a simple 
a. 

0191 (16) Since it is arranged for the electronic camera to 
be possible to choose “quick adjust oran adjustment method 
in which actuation is performed to change each of the param 
eters individually, accordingly it is possible to adjust the 
parameter group with the adjustment method that the user 
prefers. 
0.192 (17) Since, when “quick adjust is performed after 
having performing individual change actuation for the param 
etergroup, it is arranged to display a message upon the liquid 
crystal monitor 21 to the effect that those details that have 
been individually changed will become invalid (because they 
will be updated to the details set by the quick adjust), accord 
ingly it is possible to reduce the fear that parameters that 
reflect the desires of the user will be undesirably changed. 
0193 It should be understood that it would also be accept 
able, when actuation is performed to make an individual 
change on a parameter group after it has been subjected to 
“quick adjust', to arrange to display a message upon the 
liquid crystal monitor 21 to the effect that the details that have 
been changed by “quick adjust are going to become invalid 
(because these set details are going to be updated due to the 
individual adjustment). 
0194 (18) It is arranged to display the characteristics of 
the image quality adjustment by a map display upon a two 
dimensional plane Surface with two parameters of a group 
that is applied to the image quality adjustment algorithm 
being taken as the two axes, in which the corresponding 
parameter values are plotted. In particular, since the two axes 
are taken as being saturation and contrast, the characteristics 
of the image quality adjustment can be expressed in a manner 
that is easy to understand. 
0.195 (19) Since a plurality of image quality adjustment 
algorithms (basic picture adjustments) and parameter groups 
(custom picture adjustments) are all shown upon the map in 
mutual correspondence, accordingly it is possible to express 
the differences between various image quality adjustments in 
a manner that is easy to understand. 
0.196 (20) Since, if several plot positions are mutually 
overlapped, it is arranged to display a predetermined one 
thereofas a priority, accordingly the overlapping of a plurality 
of plot positions does not become troublesome, and it is 
possible to express the characteristics of the image quality 
adjustment in a manner that is easy to understand. 
0197) It should be understood that, apart from displaying 
only the subject of priority with a priority display, it would 
also be acceptable to arrange to provide a display from which 
it may be understood that a plurality of subjects are over 
lapped, by displaying the uppermost Subject as a priority and 
by displaying the others as shadowed. 
0198 (21) Since it is arranged to display the member of the 

list that is in an upper position as a priority, or to display the 
member in the list that has been selected as a priority, accord 
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ingly it is possible to display the characteristics of image 
quality adjustment related to basic picture adjustment and 
custom picture adjustment that the user desires to know. 
0199 (22) Since it is arranged to specify only the contrast 
information when the image quality adjustment algorithm is 
"monochrome', accordingly it is possible to express the dis 
parity with the other image quality adjustment algorithms 
(“standard”, “vivid’, and so on) in a manner that is easy to 
understand. 

0200 (23) Since, when a parameter (saturation or con 
trast) that corresponds to one of the two axes is set automati 
cally (i.e. the electronic camera determines this parameter 
automatically from the image that is the Subject of image 
quality adjustment processing), it is arranged to display this 
parameter as a line upon the map, accordingly it is also 
possible to display the characteristics of image quality adjust 
ment during automatic setting in a manner that is easily 
understood. 

0201 It should be understood that, in this case when a line 
is displayed, it would also be acceptable to arrange to display 
a line of a length that corresponds to the permitted range for 
auto setting. 

Variant Embodiment #1 

0202. It would also be acceptable to endow the electronic 
camera with a mode in which no image quality adjustment 
processing is performed upon the photographed image, and, 
rather, a basic picture adjustment file that includes the image 
quality adjustment algorithm selected by "picture control' is 
stored upon the recording medium 27 in correspondence with 
the file for the photographed image. 
0203. According to this variant embodiment #1, the pho 
tographed image file and the basic picture adjustment file that 
have been stored upon the recording medium 27 are both read 
out by an external device (for example, a personal computer), 
and image adjustment processing for that photographed 
image is performed by the external device applying the 
parameter group that is recorded in the basic picture adjust 
ment file to the image quality adjustment algorithm in the 
basic picture adjustment file. 

Variant Embodiment #2 

0204. It would also be acceptable to endow the electronic 
camera with a mode in which no image quality adjustment 
processing is performed upon the photographed image, and, 
rather, a custom picture adjustment file that is selected by 
"custom picture control' is stored upon the recording 
medium 27 in correspondence with the file for the photo 
graphed image. 
0205 According to this variant embodiment #2, the pho 
tographed image file and the custom picture adjustment file 
that have been stored upon the recording medium 27 are both 
read out by an external device (for example, a personal com 
puter), and image adjustment processing for that photo 
graphed image is performed by the external device applying 
the parameter group that is recorded in the custom picture 
adjustment file to the image quality adjustment algorithm that 
is specified by the ID information in the custom picture 
adjustment file. In this case, the image quality adjustment 
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algorithm that is specified by the ID information should be 
stored in advance in that external device. 

Variant Embodiment #3 

0206 Even though, on the list screens of FIGS. 7, 10, 14, 
16, 20, 21, 24, 27, 30, and 33, all of titles, icons, and abbre 
viations are explicitly displayed, it would also be acceptable 
to arranged to display only one or more thereof. 

Variant Embodiment #4 

0207 Although an example has been explained in which 
the basic picture adjustment files and the custom picture 
adjustment files are read out from the recording medium 27, 
it would also be acceptable to arrange to acquire them by 
communication with an external device (either by cable or by 
wireless). Moreover, other than storing the basic picture 
adjustment files and the custom picture adjustment files upon 
the recording medium 27, it would also be acceptable to 
arrange for it to be possible to send these basic picture adjust 
ment files and custom picture adjustment files to an external 
device by communication (either by cable or by wireless). 

Variant Embodiment #5 

0208. The number of basic picture adjustments (image 
adjustment algorithms) possessed by the electronic camera, 
the number of image adjustment algorithms that can be added 
from the exterior, and the number of areas for custom picture 
adjustment (C-1 through C-8) are not limited to the values 
described above, and may be changed as appropriate. 
0209. The above explanation is only an example, and is not 

to be considered as being limitative of the structure of the 
embodiments described above in any way. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An electronic camera, comprising: 
an image processing unit that performs image quality 

adjustment using a plurality of adjustment parameters; 
an information acquisition unit that acquires, from an 

external device, first image quality adjustment informa 
tion including a parametergroup for use with the image 
quality adjustment, and an image quality adjustment 
algorithm that applies the parameter group; and 

a control unit that controls the image processing unit so that 
it performs image quality adjustment while applying the 
parameter group included in the first image quality 
adjustment information that has been acquired, to the 
image quality adjustment algorithm included in the first 
image quality adjustment information that has been 
acquired. 

2. An electronic camera according to claim 1, wherein the 
first image quality adjustment information further includes 
icon information that specifies the image quality adjustment, 
a title of the image quality adjustment, and information that 
specifies the characteristics of the image quality adjustment. 

3. An electronic camera according to claim 2, further com 
prising: 

a display device; and 
a display control unit that, if the information acquisition 

unit has acquired a plurality of the first image quality 
adjustment information, displays upon the display 
device a list specifying the plurality of first image quality 
adjustment information that have been acquired, using at 
least one of the icon information and the titles of the 
image quality adjustments. 
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4. An electronic camera according to claim 3, wherein the 
display control unit displays, upon the display device, infor 
mation that specifies the characteristics of the image quality 
adjustment in correspondence with the first image quality 
adjustment information that has been commanded upon the 
list. 

5. An electronic camera according to claim 1, further com 
prising an information recording unit that records the first 
image quality adjustment information upon a recording 
medium. 

6. An electronic camera, comprising: 
an image processing unit that performs image quality 

adjustment using a plurality of adjustment parameters; 
an information acquisition unit that acquires, from an 

external device, second image quality adjustment infor 
mation including a parameter group for use with the 
image quality adjustment, and ID information that 
specifies an image quality adjustment algorithm that 
applies the parameter group; and 

a control unit that controls the image processing unit so that 
it performs image quality adjustment while applying the 
parameter group included in the second image quality 
adjustment information that has been acquired, to the 
image quality adjustment algorithm corresponding to 
the ID information included in the second image quality 
adjustment information that has been acquired. 

7. An electronic camera according to claim 6, further com 
prising a notification unit that, if the electronic camera has no 
image quality adjustment algorithm corresponding to the ID 
information included in the second image quality adjustment 
information that has been acquired, notifies that effect. 

8. An electronic camera according to claim 6, wherein the 
second image quality adjustment information includes infor 
mation that specifies a title of the image quality adjustment, 
and further comprising: 

a display device; and 
a display control unit that, if the information acquisition 

unit has acquired a plurality of the second image quality 
adjustment information, displays upon the display 
device a list specifying the plurality of second image 
quality adjustment information that have been acquired, 
using the titles of the image quality adjustments. 

9. An electronic camera according to claim 6, further com 
prising an information recording unit that records the second 
image quality adjustment information upon a recording 
medium. 

10. An electronic camera, comprising: 
an image processing unit that performs image quality 

adjustment using a parameter group that consists of plu 
rality of adjustment parameters; 

a display device; and 
a display control unit that displays upon the display device 

a coordinate plane that shows two predetermined param 
eters among the parameter group set to the image pro 
cessing unit. 

11. An electronic camera according to claim 10, wherein: 
the two parameters area parameter for changing contrast of 

an image, and a parameter for changing saturation of the 
image; and 

the display control unit displays upon the display device a 
mark that indicates the parameter group on the coordi 
nate plane. 

12. An electronic camera according to claim 10, wherein, if 
a plurality of the parameter groups are present, the display 
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control unit displays upon the display device marks that 
respectively indicate each of the parameter groups on the 
coordinate plane. 

13. An electronic camera according to claim 12, wherein, if 
a plurality of the marks are overlapped on the coordinate 
plane, the display control unit displays upon the display 
device a mark indicating a predetermined parameter group as 
a priority. 

14. An electronic camera according to claim 13, wherein 
the display control unit displays upon the display device a list 
that specifies the plurality of parameter groups, and displays, 
as a priority, a mark that indicates a parameter group in an 
upper position on the list. 
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15. An electronic camera according to claim 13, wherein 
the display control unit displays upon the display device a list 
that specifies the plurality of parameter groups, and displays, 
as a priority, a mark that indicates a parameter group that has 
been commanded on the list. 

16. An electronic camera according to claim 11, wherein, if 
at least one of the predetermined two parameters is set auto 
matically, the display control unit displays the mark upon the 
display device in a different mode than if the parameter is not 
set automatically. 


